Dental identification of decomposed, burned and mutilated remains usually involves comparing the ante-mortem with the post-mortem dental records of the suspected victim. This procedure is dependent on the availability of usable ante-mortem records obtained from the respective dentist or dental specialist.

This suicide case involved a gunshot wound to the mouth. The individual had pointed the barrel towards his mouth, destroying the tooth crowns in the pre-maxilla area. Many of the posterior teeth which were unaffected by the shooting were however restored with amalgam fillings and root treatments were observed on three of the molars. The ante-mortem records received from the dentist contained handwritten notes describing a three-unit porcelain veneer bridge which he had placed from the 12 to the 21. He stated that there was a root treatment on the first lower left molar, but had no other dental records or radiographs of the patient. The explanation given was that he had only done the anterior bridge and had noticed the root canal during that treatment. The digital radiographs had been destroyed in a thunderstorm and no backups had been made.

Although a root treatment was present on the 36 that was not sufficient for a positive identification to be made in this case without a radiograph of the tooth. Two days after the initial dental examination it was decided to revisit the body and see whether any clues could be found regarding the anterior bridge. The roots of the two anchor teeth were still intact, but no sign of the bridge was present on visual examination. The pre-maxilla was then re-examined under magnification. The magnified images of the two roots, after the mucosa had been retracted, clearly showed the margins of the bridge preparations. Figure 1 shows the prepared crown margin of tooth 12 as well as cement remnants on the prepared surface.

The two pieces of the pre-maxilla were repositioned and showed that a bridge had been present before the shooting, see Figure 2. The presence of a root treatment on the 36, a missing 11, and crown margin preparations on the 12 and 21 were sufficient to positively identify the individual. All the above features are regarded as special dentistry and are thus uncommon in the general population. The positive dental identification expedited the return of the body to the next of kin. The alternative methods, namely DNA and fingerprint analysis, generally take extended periods to analyse which would further add to the psychological trauma of the already grieving family.

This case clearly shows the need for dental practitioners to keep good dental records. How was it possible for a patient who had extensive dental work, that radiographs were not taken, and that an odontogram or descriptions of the root canal treatments were not recorded? Also highlighted is the need to make backups of digital radiographs. It was only the force of circumstances that led us to perform microscopic analysis on the root remains of the teeth suspected of being the bridge anchors.
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